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Dear Ms Stoisavljevic, 
 

Nadia Fawaz FIDE ID 5309743 
28th Abu Dhabi International Chess Festival August 2022 

 
UKLFI is a voluntary association of lawyers which seeks the application of rules and 
laws against boycotts, and other illegitimate targeting, of Israel and Israelis. Our patrons 
are some of the UK’s most respected lawyers. 
 
We are writing about an incident at the 28th Abu Dhabi International Chess Festival in 
August 2022. It has been widely reported that Lebanese youth player Nadia Fawaz (ID: 
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5309743) refused to compete against Israeli player Elijah Grosman in the fourth round 
of the competition; withdrawing from the event to avoid meeting him1. Her previous 
matches in the tournament had been against Arab competitors from Brunei, Saudi 
Arabia and the UAE. 
 
The Head of the Lebanese Chess Federation, Khaled Bdeih hailed her action in 
interviews, saying she acted in that way to signify solidarity with the Palestinian people 
and to criticise Arab countries which have ‘normalised’ their relations with Israel2. 
 
This action is contrary to FIDE’s rules; against the wider rules and ethics of sport 
(including those of the IOC to which FIDE is committed); and against the spirit of 
sporting competition. We ask that FIDE takes appropriate action against Miss Fawaz, 
the Lebanese delegation and the Lebanese Chess Federation. 
 
FIDE Rules breached 

Fide Handbook 
All FIDE rules and regulations are collected in the FIDE Handbook3. 
 

Article 2 - Mission and role of FIDE 
2.6  FIDE supports close international cooperation of chess devotees in all 

fields of chess activities, thereby also aiming to improve harmony and 
promote peace among all peoples of the world. 

 
To allow the boycotting of a player because of their nationality is to negate the ideals of 
cooperation, negate the improvement of harmony and negate the promotion of peace. 
 

Art 4 FIDE principles 
4.4  FIDE rejects any kind of discrimination against a country, private person 

or group of people on account of race, skin colour, ethnic, national or 
social origin, citizenship, birth, age, status, wealth, disability, language, 
religion, sex, gender identity or expression, pregnancy, sexual 
orientation, political opinions, or any other reason. 

 
Refusing to compete against a player because of their national origin, birthplace, 
nationality, ethnicity, as Miss Nawaz did, is a breach of Article 4.4. If FIDE rejects such 
breaches it must take action against Miss Nawaz and the Lebanese Federation. 

 
1 Lebanese chess player refuses to compete against Israeli rival, Qods International News Agency 23 

August 2022 - http://qodsna.com/en/370385/Lebanese-chess-player-refuses-to-compete-against-
Israeli-rival-at-Abu-Dhabi-international-tournament 

2 Lebanon: chess player refuses to face Israeli opponent, Middle East Monitor, 24 August 2022 - 
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220824-lebanon-chess-player-refuses-to-face-israeli-
opponent/ 

3 FIDE Handbook 7.14 
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4.6  FIDE shall undertake all measures necessary to guarantee equal access to 

the game of chess and tournaments to all countries, zones and continents 
 
The key issue is that this was not simply the misguided action of a youth player; it was 
part of a concerted campaign to deny Israeli athletes ability to compete at any 
international sporting level. It is vital that Article 4.6 is upheld to overcome this 
concerted global political campaign. 
 

4.8  FIDE shall promote friendly relations between and among member 
associations, clubs, officials and players. 

 
Only by ensuring all competitors are able to play without boycotts and discrimination 
can FIDE fulfil its obligation to promote friendly relations. 
 

4.11 Member Federations can apply national rules to their tournaments and 
activities, also if different from FIDE rules and regulations, however, FIDE 
principles must always be applied, except if otherwise provided in the 
present FIDE Charter.  

 
In this case the Lebanese Federation appears to be endorsing this rule-breaking action. 
As Article 4.11 makes clear it is not up to member federations to decide which rules to 
abide by, which to apply. They must abide by, and enforce, all FIDE Rules. For that 
reason we ask that action is taken against the Lebanese Chess Federation. 
 

Art 5 FIDE motto, seal, flag, emblems and anthem 
5.1 The FIDE motto is Gens Una Sumus (We are one family). 

 
If FIDE is serious about its mission, and the motto that underscores everything it does, it 
must take action when a competitor acts in a way that makes a mockery of that 
sentiment. 
 
Sectarian Politics 
We noted that this action is part of a concerted campaign to deny Israeli competitors the 
right to compete internationally. Children are being used as pawns in wider action to 
further political and sectarian ends. 
 
The Lebanese Chess Federation supports this boycotting action4, the Lebanese Sports 
Ministry hails boycotts of Israeli Athletes5, the Lebanese Ministry of Information and, 

 
4 Lebanese Chess Player Refuses to Compete with Israeli Rival in Abu Dhabi: Checkmate to Normalizers, 

Al Manar, 22 August 2022 - https://english.almanar.com.lb/1672057 
5 National News Agency, Republic of Lebanon Ministry of Information, Sunday August 21 2022 - 

https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/en/twitter/558706/kallas-on-charbel-abou-daher-s-withdrawal-from-wor 
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most worryingly of all, the leader of the proscribed terrorist organisation Hezbollah, 
Seyed Nasrallah, singles out young people who refuse to compete against Israelis for 
praise. 
 
This incident comes on the heels of a Lebanese youth player refusing to compete against 
an Israeli at the International Mixed Martial Arts Youth World Championships in 
August 2022. The Lebanese Ministry of Information described him as a ‘hero’ for that 
act6. 
 
Also in August 2022, two Iraqi wheelchair tennis players withdrew from an 
international tournament in Romania to avoid playing against Israelis7. 
 
In January 2022, a Kuwaiti youth tennis player refused to play an Israeli opponent8. 
 
In March 2022 a Lebanese youth Judoka was reportedly asked by her team to lose a 
match against an opponent she had previously beaten, to avoid meeting an Israeli in the 
next round9. 
 
Iranian government news agency Press TV has noted with approval that “In recent 
years, an increasing number of athletes from Arab and Muslim countries have avoided 
facing Israeli opponents in international competitions in support of the Palestinian 
cause.”10 
 
The Iranian-backed Hezbollah leader singled out Nadia Fawaz for praise: 
 

Sayyed Nasrallah mentioned in his speech the Lebanese chess champion, Nadia 
Fawaz, who withdrew from the 4th round of the 28th Abu Dhabi International 
Chess Festival to avoid competing with an Israeli contender, following the steps 
of Charbel Abou Daher who also withdrew from the 2022 Youth MMA World 
Championships to avoid playing against an Israeli opponent for the same reason. 
“Our bets are placed on youths like Charbel Abou Daher and Nadia Fawaz who 
refused to face Israeli contenders,”11 

 
6 ibid 
7 Iraq wheelchair tennis players refuse to face Israel opponent, Middle East Monitor, 12 August 2022 - 

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220812-iraq-wheelchair-tennis-players-refuse-to-face-israel-
opponent-in-romania/ 

8 Kuwaiti tennis player rejects normalisation, Doha News, 23 January 2022- 
https://dohanews.co/kuwaiti-tennis-player-rejects-normalisation-with-zionist-state/ 

9 Lebanese Judo Player Was Reportedly Asked To Lose, 961, 30 March 2022 - 
https://www.the961.com/lebanese-judo-player-forced-to-lose-to-avoid-israeli-player/ 

10 Lebanese chess player refuses to compete against Israeli rival, Press TV, 22 August 2022 - 
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2022/08/22/687835/Lebanese-chess-player-refuses-to-compete-against-
Israeli-rival-at-Abu-Dhabi-international-tournament 

11 Sayyed Nasrallah, Al Masirah, undated - https://english.almasirah.net.ye/post/27903/Sayyed-
Nasrallah-We-are-Convinced-in-Our-Syria-War-Involvement%2C-Will-Take-Part-in-Any 
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Following our intervention, IMMAF is, we understand, investigating Charbel Daher’s 
actions. We urge that FIDE takes action against Nadia Fawaz. 
 
Chess has also seen a number of shameful incidents regarding boycotts of Israeli 
players. In 2018 youth player Mark Deeb, then aged 8, went on Lebanese TV to say he 
had refused to play an Israeli opponent at a tournament in Spain because “Israel is the 
enemy”12 he was encouraged by the presenters to thank Hezbollah and was in turn also 
praised by Hezbollah leader Nasrallah who said “Hope is here with these youngsters.” 
 
Also in December 2018 FIDE showed leadership by relocating the World Blitz & Rapid 
Championships away from Saudi Arabia which refused to guarantee admission for 
Israeli players, after having barred Israelis from the same event the year before13. We 
ask that FIDE also shows leadership over this incident. 
 
Hezbollah is confident it can use children to achieve its aims. In this instance it is FIDE 
being drawn into sectarian conflict when a FIDE tournament is used for political 
agitation. If FIDE does not want to be used, to have its events undermined for the 
political aims of others, to allow young people to be used to further other peoples’ 
causes, then action must be taken now, in this case. This is also a safeguarding issue 
here as politicians and adults in the delegation seem to be imposing their will on youth 
players, something that ought to be of great concern to FIDE. 
 
We would be grateful if you could keep us informed of developments in this case and 
any outcomes. 

 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Sam Green, Director 

UKLFI 
info@uklfi.com 

 
12 Lebanese boy praised for refusing to play Israelis, Times of Israel, 02 January 2019 - 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/lebanese-boy-praised-for-refusing-to-play-israelis-in-chess-
tournament/ 

13 Saudi Arabia loses tournament for refusing visas to Israelis, Israel national News, 03 December 2018 - 
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/255641 


